Vol 9 June Website Report

Hello to all.
The website’s goal is to continue bringing users pertinent Airspace News and Opportunities for Aviation
Education growth. Making Airspace concerns available to be studied, and aiding in the effort that makes
recurrent training fruitful and easier, are tasks that are subscribed to.
Our EVENTS page, PRACTICE AREA Page, PROPOSED CHART CHANGES and HOTSPOTS Features are all
viewed by hundreds of visitors each month. Additionally, significant visitor numbers are logged for our
other sections as well.
In May, SCAUWG.ORG hosted 9,999 website sessions and had 7308 visitors!
“Top of the Page” Slides featured rare unredacted candid photos of Pat Carey whilst receiving PHPA’s
Lifetime Achievement Award taken by Ed Story. The planned San Diego Food by Drone Program, the first
commercial Drone Airline license granted by the FAA. ALPA’S position on Cybersecurity, Runway
Closures and Destruction/Construction dates, Contract Tower News, (submitted to us by Hawthorne
Airport’s Guido Fernandez), tips and facts for stranded GA Pilot Survival, and continuing notice of
VNY/BUR area Pilot Deviations.
SHORT TAKES is where folks can find relevant commentary. Paul Bertorelli from AVweb addresses AOA,
Woman finding a place in Aviation, and a history of, and the current influence upon certification, that
the consensus standards play, are published.
SoCAL AIRPORTS not only highlights our local airports but those we fly to. TUS Airport and Runway
Safety Videos are posted, and we have done the same for PHX’s Deer Valley Airport.
SCAUWG is very proud to welcome two new Commentary / Blog monthly features. Under the
Commentary Tab you can now access SAFEblog, predominately written by David St. George CFI, DPE &
executive director of SAFE, with future contributions by Rich Stowell planned.
Now occupying a permanent top of the page position on our INFO WAREHOUSE page is the monthly
blog and accident analysis and safety video work product of long time FAASTeam expert Gene Benson
entitled “Vectors for Safety.”
The INFO WAREHOUSE Page has now literally tons of valuable aviation reference material loaded on
board. Recent additions include AOPA IFR preparation and review material that includes course, videos
and safety quizzes. New ACs describing tips for pilots re: airport services and Runway Status lights and
airport signs. That material suggested by regular contributor Joe Santoro from FAA Runway Safety.
“Trapped Above” is a video just added, as it relates the real morbid drama a the VFR pilot with limited
fuel has while in-flight over a solid layer of clouds. Aviation groups lobbying for biodiesel – one can learn

about that program as well. If you have not visited the INFO WAREHOUSE pages located under INFO, I
invite all to make a point to stop by.
The SCAUWG and SCAUWG.ORG inspired seminar programing will continue this month in San Diego
wherein the goal will be to seek information from the local CFIs and Flight School representatives
regarding commonly used practice area locations, hotspot data, and suggestions that pertain to charting
improvements. This, under the auspices of the San Diego FSDO and FAASTeam Program Manager
Randal “Steve” Nelson. This effort will present a whole new challenge for SCAUWG, as San Diego would
like to emulate the changes for their charts, that have made the SCAUWG influenced LA charts with the
help of the FAA Western Service Center and others, the finest in the country. This meeting will renew
the original plans from when SCAUWG was formed wherein the San Diego region was a focal point.
The very successful results from the San Diego meeting will be shared at the next SCAUWG meeting,
which will be held in August.
Thank you to all! A reminder you are invited to participate in the production of SCAUWG.ORG. And
with that, this has been the official website report for June 2019.

